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Change Anyone's Mind].
???????????????????????????????,????????????,??,??
????????3?????.
You are the once-trusted bodyguard of the Empress.
Framed for her murder and driven by revenge, you must
become an infamous assassin, known only by the
disturbing mask that has become your calling card. As
you navigate a world torn apart by plague and oppressed
by a government armed with strange new technologies,
the truth behind your betrayal is as murky as the waters
surrounding the city. The choices you make will
determine the fate of the world, but no matter what
happens your old life is gone forever. Inside this guide: Complete all stories missions with pure stealth! - All
optional Side-Quests; - Location of every Rune, Bone
Charm, Sokolov Portrait and Blueprint; - List of every
single Achievement/Trophy in the game.
???????????????????,?????????????,??—??—???.
Excitement, drama and action - and the answers to all your
burning questions about the Rangers of Araluen! Everyone
knows the legends of the Rangers of Araluen. But no one has
heard the whole story - until now. Has Halt told Will the truth
about how Will became an orphan? Did Gilan track down
Morgarath's lieutenant after the battle of Three Step Pass? Is
there to be a royal wedding - or will tragedy strike first?
Inspired by questions and letters sent by his loyal readers,
John Flanagan answers all your burning questions about the
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world of the Rangers. If you want to know what's gone before
and what comes next for Will, Halt, Horace, Alyss, Evanlyn
and Gilan - not to mention a certain stubborn little pony - The
Lost Stories is an unmissable read.
?????????,??????????????????;?????????????????????????
????????,???????????????????????·???????????????,?????,
?????????????,?????????.
????
This is a 32-page picture book in English/Chinese bilingual
parallel text; the first of 10 series volumes. The story is about
Sophia and Alex and their first day at preschool.
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????:The Oregon Trail
"The Godswar has come to Guerdon, dividing the city
between three occupying powers. While the fragile Armistice
holds back the gods, other forces seek to extend their
influence. Meanwhile, far across the sea, Carillon Thay
travels toward the legendary land of Khebesh. But can she
find what she needs when even the gods seek vengeance
against her?"--Back cover.
The artworks, manuscripts, and scraps of information
gathered throughout Dunwall are collected at last. It has been
a long and difficult journey to archive these tales of our
cursed city, but it is my hope that you, reading this now, will
take heed, and learn from those gone before you to forge
your own destiny. The Dunwall Archives are now yours--what
will you do with them now that you know the truth in these
pages?
Parallel story to Ender's game. An orphan named Bean is
found on the streets of Amsterdam and taken to Battle
School, where he becomes both friend and rival to Ender
Wiggin.
????????????·???????????,?????????????????????????????
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The official new novel set in the world of Dishonored 2,
the award-winning video game. As Empress Emily
Kaldwin flees Dunwall after the coup by Delilah
Copperspoon and Duke Luca Abele of Serkonos, a lone
figure watches, the Mark of the Outsider burning on his
hand. Daud—legendary assassin—has returned to
Dunwall, a city in turmoil. He is seeking a mythical
weapon, said to have the power to kill the Outsider, and
will go to any lengths to find it. But there are those who
are watching his every move. Travelling the Isles to
complete his mission, Daud will soon discover that old
enemies have been waiting for him, and new enemies
are easy to make...
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